
Image: multitemporal radar image of Botswana’s Okavango Delta, contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data (2021), processed by ESA. © ESA, CC BY-SA 3.0 IGO

Increasing shared understanding of our world by expanding 
access to Earth science data.



“The digital universe is currently expanding by some 

thirty trillion transistors per second, populated by 

unbounded, if countable, strings of code.”

Analogia by George Dyson



When introducing Radiant.Earth in 2017, Geospatial World reported that 

there were “around 1,400 satellites orbiting Earth and this number could more 

than double over the next five years as satellites become smaller, lighter, 

cheaper and easier to launch.”

[In 2022], they reported there were 4,852 active satellites orbiting the planet 

as of December 2021 – rather than doubling over five years, the number of 

satellites more than tripled over four years. When we started, we focused on 

Earth imagery from drones and satellites. Today, we work with users who 

need to work with data types beyond imagery, such as vectors, n-

dimensional arrays, and point clouds.

https://radiant.earth/blog/2023/05/say-hello-to-radiant-earth/



Markets have failed to make critical data available to 
people who need it to address global issues.



https://terrawatchspace.com/

Smiling curve 🙂



https://opendata.aws/guide-pdf



Source Cooperative is a data publishing utility from Radiant Earth 

that allows trusted organizations to publish data products using 

standard HTTP methods.

• Allows organizations to publish data without creating their own 

data portal – only paying based on the volume of data they need 

to publish with no lock in.

• Data can be published under any license terms chosen by the 

data provider. Providers can also charge for access.

• Each publicly-listed data product is search engine optimized to 

enable discoverability.

• Standard HTTP methods ensures that data is usable with a wide 

array of analytical tools anywhere in the world.

• Can host any type of data, but is “standards aware.”

Funders include:

https://source.coop/



We need new Internet-native 21st century institutions to address global 
challenges. They will look nothing like 20th century institutions.

Image: ships waiting to enter the Panama Canal on 18 August 2023. NASA Earth Observatory image by Wanmei Liang, using Landsat data from the U.S. Geological Survey.



Thank you!

Jed Sundwall, Executive Director

jed@radiant.earth
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